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In a Bell experiment, it is natural to seek a causal account of correlations wherein only a common
cause acts on the outcomes. For this causal structure, Bell inequality violations can be explained only
if causal dependencies are modelled as intrinsically quantum. There also exists a vast landscape of
causal structures beyond Bell that can witness nonclassicality, in some cases without even requiring free
external inputs. Here, we undertake a photonic experiment realizing one such example: the triangle
causal network, consisting of three measurement stations pairwise connected by common causes and
no external inputs. To demonstrate the nonclassicality of the data, we adapt and improve three known
techniques: (i) a machine-learning-based heuristic test, (ii) a data-seeded inflation technique generating
polynomial Bell-type inequalities and (iii) entropic inequalities. The demonstrated experimental and
data analysis tools are broadly applicable paving the way for future networks of growing complexity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Bell’s theorem [1], more than any other result, elucidates
the manner in which quantum theory necessitates a depar-
ture from a classical worldview [2, 3]. Recently, it has been
realized that it can be understood as a no-go result for pro-
viding a satisfactory account of quantum correlations us-
ing a classical causal model [4–7]. Under this reframing,
violating a Bell inequality can be understood as attesting
to the necessity of using an intrinsically quantum notion
of a causal model to achieve a causal account of the corre-
lations [5, 6, 8–13], and thus as witnessing nonclassicality.
Furthermore, it becomes clear that such an analysis can
be generalized to causal structures that are distinct from
the Bell scenario [5, 14–26].

Such generalizations are highly relevant to the problem of
developing quantum technologies. In the context of the Bell
scenario alone, the possibility of witnessing nonclassicality
has applications ranging from quantum cryptography [27]
to self-testing [28] and communication complexity problems
[29], as well as device-independent information processing
[30, 31], where the processing can be accomplished while re-
laxing what needs to be known about the inner workings of
the devices. Given that tasks such as these are also of inter-
est in arbitrary quantum networks [32–34], which can have
complex topologies, it is evident that there is a need for
new data analysis tools appropriate for witnessing nonclas-
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sicality in generic causal structures (see review in Ref.[25]).
Moreover, so far, all the demonstrations of quantum nonlo-
cality, in the Bell scenario (Fig.1(a)) or in complex networks,
relied on the use of external inputs, variables whose values
can be freely chosen by the experimenter and which serve
to switch between different measurement settings [35–39].
The free choice of measurements lies at the basis of Bell’s
theorem [40] and in experimental demonstrations, this free-
dom has to be assumed, or at best made be as plausible as
possible [41, 42]. By contrast, quantum networks with sev-
eral independent sources allow the demonstration of non-
classicality without the need for external freely chosen in-
puts, replacing the freedom of choice assumption with the
assumption of independence of the sources [5, 19, 43–45].

In spite of its significance, this challenge remains largely
unexplored, especially from the experimental perspective.
This work is a contribution to this effort. We undertake the
experimental investigation of a causal structure that has
attracted growing attention [5, 15, 16, 18, 19, 22, 23, 43, 46–
55]: the “triangle scenario”, depicted in Fig. 1(b). Here,
three distant parties each receives a share from two out
of three independent sources, and in stark contrast to the
Bell scenario, each party implements a single measurement
on the systems in its lab, rather than having the freedom
to choose among a set of incompatible measurements.

Using a versatile photonic setup with three independent
sources (one sharing entanglement and two sharing classi-
cal correlations) and the feedforward of classical informa-
tion by means of fast optical switches, we provide the first
experimental demonstration of classically unrealizable cor-
relations in the triangle structure without the use of exter-
nal inputs. Importantly, witnessing nonclassicality in this
new kind of causal structure goes beyond the standard Bell
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inequality violation and requires a radically different ap-
proach. In the course of doing so, we have enhanced some
of the existing tools for testing nonclassicality in generic
causal structures both from the experimental and the theo-
retical perspectives. These enhancements are in the service
of making the tools applicable to generic causal structures
and arbitrary data, thus paving the way for future experi-
ments in causal networks of growing size and complexity.

II. RESULTS

A. Beyond Bell’s theorem

Leveraging Bell’s theorem, Fritz [5] showed the existence
of a distribution in the triangle scenario that is realizable
quantumly but not classically. Fritz’s result is best under-
stood as a quantum no-go theorem akin to Bell’s 1964 no-
go theorem [1] or the tripartite Greenberger-Horn-Zeilinger
(GHZ) argument [56]. As with the distributions described
in those works, Fritz’s distribution has the feature that cer-
tain variables are perfectly correlated, something that is
predicted by quantum theory to be possible in principle,
but which can never be realized in a real experiment given
the unavoidable presence of noise.

It was Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and Holt (CHSH) who
first demonstrated how to turn Bell’s argument into an ex-
perimental test, by deriving noise-robust inequalities [57].
Similarly, in the tripartite Bell scenario (Fig. 1(c)), the step
from the GHZ argument to the possibility of a noise-robust
test was achieved by Mermin’s inequality [58]. In the case of
the triangle scenario, classical causal compatibility inequal-
ities have also been derived [48] but these unfortunately
require a degree of sensitivity higher than can reasonably
be achieved in current experimental tests. Note that the
inequalities derived in Ref. [51], by contrast, are not noise-
robust because they apply only to distributions exhibiting
perfect correlations between certain variables, analogously
to Bell’s 1964 inequality. New techniques are therefore re-
quired to witness nonclassicality in the triangle scenario
for the sort of experimental data achievable at present.

Developing new data analysis techniques is also moti-
vated by considerations of utility. If all one seeks to do is
to demonstrate the existence of nonclassicality in a given
causal structure, then it is clearly sufficient to implement
a dedicated experiment that targets a specific distribution
and to test an inequality that is known to be able to wit-
ness nonclassicality for the targeted distribution. If, on the
other hand, one seeks to use nonclassicality in a given causal
structure as a resource for various information-processing
tasks, then it is clearly of greater utility to have a test that
is able to witness nonclassicality for any distribution that
is not classically realizable in the given causal structure.

In some cases, this higher bar can be met by determining
all of the classical causal compatibility inequalities associ-
ated to a given causal structure and testing for violations
of any of these [2]. Unfortunately, however, such a com-
plete characterization soon becomes out of reach, even for

seemingly simple scenarios [2, 59]. In order to be able to
witness nonclassicality on arbitrary data, therefore, it is
better to seek a “satisfiability” algorithm, which takes as
its input a concrete example of data, and answers the ques-
tion of classical realizability for that data alone, and in the
case of a negative answer, identifies an inequality that is
optimized for witnessing its nonclassicality.

We here propose a data-seeded algorithm of this sort that
can be used for a generic causal structure. This is achieved
by leveraging the fact that the inflation technique for causal
inference [18] can reduce the satisfiability problem to a lin-
ear program. We also pursue a second route to witnessing
nonclassicality on generic data. In this approach, one fore-
goes deriving inequalities altogether and one simply per-
forms a statistical hypothesis test where the hypothesis is
the compatibility of the data with a classical causal model
for the given causal structure. Specifically, one implements
a variation of the parameters of the model—some of which
make explicit reference to the hidden (i.e., unobserved)
variables—to try and find the best fit to the data, and one
considers the hypothesis falsified at some level of confidence
when no good fit can be found. We here show that such hy-
pothesis testing on experimental data can be made feasible
for causal networks using the machine learning technique
developed in [52] where the topology of the causal network
is mapped to the topology of a neural network. Finally,
suitably mapping the triangle network to a generalization
of Bell’s scenario that incorporates the possibility of mea-
surement dependence (i.e., that abandons the free choice
assumption), we also witness the nonclassicality of the data
by using an entropic approach, recently introduced in [44].

Note that for the triangle scenario, our goal is to witness
nonclassicality of the experimentally realized distribution
assuming only that the causal relations among the three
measurement nodes and sources are those described by the
triangle scenario. If one were to avail oneself of additional as-
sumptions, in particular, assumptions regarding the causal
relations among variables within a given laboratory, then
one could witness nonclassicality of our experimental data
using standard Bell inequalities. Since such additional as-
sumptions do not hold for all setups that can realize a dis-
tribution exhibiting a quantum-classical gap, an analysis
which leveraged these additional causal assumptions would
not achieve the goal of being applicable to arbitrary data.

B. The causal modeling perspective on Bell’s
theorem

Bell’s theorem can be seen as a particular instance of a
causal inference problem where for a given hypothesis about
the causal structure of the experiment, one inquires whether
a classical causalmodel is able to reproduce the observations
[4, 6]. In a Bell experiment, a source distributes physical
systems between two distant observers –Alice and Bob–,
they choose the values of their setting variables, denoted
by x and y respectively (these determine which of a set of
incompatible measurements is implemented at each lab),
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Figure 1. Directed acyclic graph (DAG) representation of different classical causal scenarios. (a) The Bell scenario
is a causal structure in which a source λ correlates the two parties having measurement outcomes a and b and choices x and y,
respectively. (b) The triangle scenario involves three independent sources λAB , λBC and λAC which establish correlations between
pairwise stations A, B and C. Note that measurements in the triangle scenario do not depend on external inputs. (c) The tripartite
Bell scenario is also known as the GHZ scenario, after the theorists who identified a nonlocal game for this scenario which quantum
theory predicts can be won with 100% probability.

and then they register the outcomes, denoted by a and b
respectively. For simplicity here, we represent the variables
and their values with the same letter. The natural causal
structure to hypothesize in such an experiment is the one
depicted in Fig. 1(a), termed the “Bell scenario”.

The assumption of a classical causal model implies that
the observed distribution can be decomposed as

p(a,b|x,y)=
∑

λ

p(λ)p(a|x,λ)p(b|y,λ). (1)

This decomposition is familiar in discussions of Bell’s theo-
rem as what follows from assuming a hidden variable model
satisfying local causality and certain other conditions [60,
61], but it can also be understood as a simple consequence
of the causal Markov condition [62] under the assumption
that the causal structure is that of the Bell scenario [4, 6].

In turn, for a quantum causal model, sources of corre-
lations are not copies of a variable λ that is probabilisti-
cally distributed but rather pairs of systems that are in a
joint quantum state ρ (potentially entangled). Similarly,
dependencies among nodes are not represented by condi-
tional probabilities such as p(a|x,λ) but by the quantum
analogues thereof, completely positive and trace preserv-
ing (CPTP) maps, which, in the particular case of a mea-
surement, correspond to a positive operator-valued mea-
sure (POVM). Operationally, the quantum description is
given by Born’s rule, implying that

pQ(a,b|x,y)=Tr
[(
MA
a|x⊗MB

b|y

)
ρAB

]
, (2)

where {MA
a|x}a and {MB

b|y}b are POVMs on A and B re-

spectively.

Bell’s theorem [1] asserts that the quantum description
can lead to an observable distribution that fails to have a
classical explanation in terms of the causal model (1).

C. The triangle scenario

Among the simplest quantum networks beyond the
paradigmatic Bell causal structure is the triangle scenario
of Fig. 1(b). It is distinguished from the tripartite Bell sce-
nario (depicted in Fig. 1(c)) by the fact that the distant
parties are not connected by a 3-way source, but by three
2-way sources.

In the triangle scenario, the correlations that admit a
classical realization, i.e., those that are compatible with a
classical causal model with the structure of Fig. 1(b), can
be written as:

p(a,b,c)=
∑

λAB ,λBC ,λAC

p(λAB)p(λBC)p(λAC)

p(a|λAB ,λAC)p(b|λAB ,λBC)p(c|λAC ,λBC).

(3)

By contrast, the correlations which admit of a quantum
realization in the triangle network are given by

pQ(a,b,c)= (4)

Tr
(
ρAB⊗ρAC⊗ρBC ·MA

a ⊗MB
b ⊗MC

c

)
,

where ρAB denotes the density operator of the state shared
between the nodes {A,B} (likewise for ρAC and ρBC), while
{MA

a }a denotes a POVM on the subsystem in station A
(similarly for {MB

b }b and {MC
c }c).
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Figure 2. Experimental implementation of the triangle network. The source ρAB generates polarization-entangled photon
pairs in the singlet state

∣∣Ψ−
〉
, by pumping with a continuous wave UV laser a periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate

(ppKTP) crystal. Conversely, ΛAC (ΛBC) produces classically correlated states (|00〉〈00|+|11〉〈11|)/2 obtained by splitting the
output signal of two single-photon avalanche photodiodes subjected to environmental light noise. In nodes A and B, to implement
the measurements needed to reconstruct the probability distribution p(a,b,c), the photons from the source ρAB are collected by the
input single-mode fiber (SMF) of a 5ns rise-time optical switch. In Fritz-like distributions, the measurement result a0 (b0) on part
of the source ΛAC (ΛBC) determines the observable to be measured on the photon coming from ρAB , leading to outcomes a1 (b1).
In our implementation, this is achieved by appropriately driving the optical switches through a specially designed electronic driver
which receives signals coming from ΛAC (ΛBC) and drives the output port of the optical switch based on the results a0 (b0). The
bit a1 (b1) is obtained by performing a polarization measurement on the photons produced by the ppKTP source through a half-
waveplate (HWP) and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS), implemented in fiber. In node C, c0 and c1 are measured independently
by directly feeding the electrical signals produced by ΛAC and ΛBC into a time to digital converter (TDC).

Recently, it has been theoretically and experimentally
demonstrated that a quantum triangle network with a set-
ting variable at each station can give rise to nonclassical
correlations [63]. This result, however, employs measure-
ment choices for each of the observers. Here, we go a signif-
icant step beyond, showing that nonclassical correlations
can emerge even without any freedom of choice.

D. The Fritz distribution

In Fritz’s example [64] of a distribution pQ(a,b,c) that is
not classically realizable, a, b and c are 4-valued variables,
each of which is conceptualized as a pair of binary variables,
a = (a0,a1), b = (b0,b1) and c = (c0,c1). Moreover, one
can decompose the quantum system A as A = (A0,A1),
where A0 is the subsystem appearing in ρAC and A1 is the
subsystem appearing in ρAB ; analogously for B=(B0,B1)
and C = (C0,C1). The example is realized by taking the

three POVMs in Eq. (4) to have the following form:

MC0C1

(c0,c1)
=MC0

c0 ⊗MC1
c1 ,

MA0A1

(a0,a1)
=MA0

a0 ⊗M
A1

a1|a0 ,

MB0B1

(b0,b1)
=MB0

b0
⊗MB1

b1|b0 ,

(5)

where {MC0
c0 }c0 , {MC1

c1 }c1 , {MA0
a0 }a0 , {M

B0

b0
}b0 are all mea-

surements of the σz Pauli observable, {MA1

a1|a0}a1 cor-

responds to one of the two Pauli observables among
{σx, σz} depending on the value of a0, and {MB1

b1|b0}b1
corresponds to one of the two observables among
{(σx+σz)/

√
2,(σx−σz)/

√
2} depending on the value of b0.

In Fritz’s description of a genuinely quantum distribution
in the triangle scenario, the state ρAB is taken to be, for ex-
ample, a singlet state |Ψ−〉=(|01〉−|10〉)/

√
2; while ρAC

and ρBC are maximally entangled states (|00〉+|11〉)/
√

2.
However, since all the measurements on ρAC and ρBC are
of σz, it is sufficient to take these to be a classically corre-
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lated state, namely:

ΛAC =ΛBC =(|00〉〈00|+|11〉〈11|)/2. (6)

As noted in Ref. [5], to see that Fritz’s distribution is not
classically realizable, it suffices to make a connection to a
Bell scenario between Alice and Bob. Note that the vari-
ables a0 and b0 determine the measurements that are im-
plemented on A1 and B1. In this respect, they are akin to
measurement settings x and y in the usual scenario. How-
ever, because a0 and b0 are outputs in the triangle scenario,
they could in principle depend on the common source be-
tween Alice and Bob. In the usual Bell scenario, of course,
if the setting variable x (or y) is correlated with λAB , one
cannot derive the Bell inequalities. The assumption that x
and y are not correlated with λAB is termed measurement
independence (or freedom of choice) and is a consequence
of the hypothesis that the causal structure for the usual
Bell scenario is that of Fig. 1(a).

For the Fritz distribution in the triangle scenario, one
can still infer that a0 and λAB are uncorrelated, but now
this follows from the fact that a0 is perfectly correlated
with the outcome c0, which is causally disconnected from
λAB . Similarly, the lack of correlation between b0 and λAB
is inferred from the perfect correlation between b0 and c1
and the fact that c1 is causally disconnected from λAB . If
one considers the conditional distribution p(a1,b1|a0,b0)
that is obtained by making the appropriate Bayesian inver-
sion on a distribution p(a,b,c) that is classically realizable
in the triangle scenario, then given the independence of
a0 (and b0) from λAB , this conditional distribution should
satisfy the standard Bell inequalities. The fact that the
measurements in Fritz’s example have been chosen to en-
sure that the conditional pQ(a1,b1|a0,b0) violates a stan-
dard Bell inequality implies that the distribution pQ(a,b,c)
is not classically realizable in the triangle scenario.

Any experiment that aims to realize the Fritz distribution
in the triangle scenario has the goal of realizing the ideal
states and measurements specified above, but due to the
inevitability of noise, the states and measurements that
are actually implemented are necessarily noisy versions
of these. This implies that the correlations between a0
and c0 and between b0 and c1 will not be perfect, which in
turn blocks the inference from the classical realizability of
p(a,b,c) in the triangle scenario to the classical realizability
of p(a1,b1|a0,b0) in the standard Bell scenario. As such, to
witness nonclassicality in such an experiment, one must
go beyond the techniques that witness nonclassicality in a
standard Bell experiment.

It is worth reiterating here a point made in the beginning
of subsection ”Beyond Bell’s theorem”, that our goal is to
witness nonclassicality using a data analysis technique that
assumes only the causal structure of the triangle scenario.
If we associate a laboratory with each of the nodes in the
causal structure, then even though our particular exper-
iment involves specific causal relations between systems
within the laboratories, the data analysis cannot make use
of this extra structure. In other words, we seek a data
analysis technique that can witness nonclassicality with-

out assuming any such extra structure. This is the sort of
assumption that is appropriate for the device-independent
paradigm, wherein the experimental devices are presumed
to be supplied by an adversary. All that is presumed to be
guaranteed is that the causal relations among the labora-
tories are the ones specified by the triangle scenario. If one
could avail oneself of the extra structure that is present in
the experiment but not part of the description of the tri-
angle scenario, then standard Bell inequalities would be
sufficient to witness nonclassicality. For instance, if one
could assume that Alice’s output a0 was a faithful copy of
the classical randomness she shares with Charlie and that
Bob’s output b0 was a faithful copy of the classical ran-
domness he shares with Charlie, then one could infer that
neither a0 nor b0 could depend on ΛAB and consequently
having p(a1,b1|a0,b0) violate a Bell inequality would be
sufficient to witness nonclassicality. As a second exam-
ple, if one could assume that the pair of variables c0 and
c1 that are outputs of Charlie’s laboratory are such that
c0 depends only on the source shared with Alice and c1 de-
pends only on the source shared with Bob, then the causal
structure being assumed is equivalent to a 4-party line-like
structure rather than a triangle scenario. In this case, the
full set of Bell inequalities for the conditional distribution
p(a,b|c0,c1) (where a=(a0,a1) and b=(b0,b1)) are the nec-
essary and sufficient conditions for classicality [65].

In order to be able to witness the nonclassicality of our
data assuming only the triangle causal structure, therefore,
we cannot rely on standard Bell inequalities. This is why we
must have recourse to new data-analysis techniques, such
as those presented in subsections ”Bounding measurement
dependence and violating an entropic inequality for the
triangle network”, ”Violation of a causal compatibility
inequality” and ”Bounding measurement dependence and
violating an entropic inequality for the triangle network”.

E. Experimental Setup

In our experimental implementation, we used the polar-
ization degrees of freedom of a pair of photons as the two
qubits distributed by the source shared between A and B,
with the σz eigenstates corresponding to the {|H〉,|V 〉}
basis of linear polarization. We investigated quantum cor-
relations arising in the triangle network where we aim to
have the source between A and B prepare the singlet state.
Meanwhile, for the source shared byA andC and the source
shared by B and C, we aim to have these prepare the clas-
sically correlated state of Eq. (6).

Recent years have seen the first experimental implemen-
tations of causal structures with a number of independent
sources [63, 66–68]. In our implementation, the pair of pho-
tons associated to the source between A and B are at a
wavelength of 810nm, and are generated through sponta-
neous parametric down-conversion in a ppKTP nonlinear
crystal pumped with a 405nm UV CW-laser, placed inside
a Sagnac interferometric geometry [69, 70], depicted in the
box labelled ρAB in Fig. 2. To implement the classically cor-
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(a) Ideal Fritz distribution (b) Experimental Fritz distribution

Figure 3. The Fritz distribution, theoretical versus experimental. (a) Ideal Fritz distribution computed by choosing
ρAB =(|HV 〉−|V H〉)/

√
2 (a noiseless singlet state); ΛAC =ΛBC as classically, perfectly correlated mixed states; and the ideal

measurement operators described in Eq. (5). (b) Experimental distribution measured in an experimental run. The error bars
are calculated using Poissonian statistics and are not visible in the plot. The three indexes a, b, and c indicate the measurement
results, ranging from 0 to 3, corresponding to the three nodes A, B and C, respectively. The chart bars representing the terms of
the probability distribution have different colors based on the value of the outcome c.

related sources ΛAC and ΛBC , electrical pulses randomly
generated by the shot-noise of distant pairs of single-photon
detectors are locally split (boxes labelled ΛAC and ΛBC in
Fig. 2); then they are sent to the stations A, C and B, C,
respectively, by means of 20m-long electrical cables. Detec-
tion of such signals gives values for the bits a0, b0, c0, c1.

Note that this electrical signal sets up classical correla-
tions (i.e., shared randomness) between Charlie and Alice
(Bob), and this is a faithful implementation of the state in
Eq.(6).

Due to the probabilistic nature of photon generation
and random shot-noise events from detectors, justifying
the independence of different sources turns out to be very
demanding. This is the reason why the first experimen-
tal realization of quantum networks [41, 71, 72] actually
involved a single laser source, thereby requiring a device-
dependent justification for the supposed independence of
the generated quantum states that relies on the knowledge
of the inner process of photon generation. Using spatially
separated non-synchronized sources, of different natures,
enforces the independence of the sources, also having direct
applications in quantum communication protocols. Note,
however, that the independence of the sources still remains
an assumption, considering that this assumption can al-
ways be violated by superdeterministic models[73].

To experimentally achieve the implementation of the sep-
arable measurement operators as in Eq. (5), the electrical
signals arriving atA andB determine the state of ultra-fast

optical switches (Nano Speed Ultra-Fast 1x2 by company
Photonwares with a switching time equal to ∼ 8ns) that
affect the measurements on the photons coming from ρAB .
More specifically, based on which one of the two signals ar-
rives in A (B) from ΛAC (ΛBC), the switch will send the
photon from ρAB to two fibers connected to the measure-
ment setups implementing the different polarization mea-
surements. The measurement of the photons is performed
by polarization controllers defining the measurement basis
followed by in-fiber polarizing beam splitters (PBS) and
single photon detectors. Finally, the four detectors inA (B)
are electronically connected to a time-to-digital converter,
located in the measurement station. The signal from the
photon counting, together with the signal from source ΛAC
(ΛBC) generate the 4-valued outcome a (b). Conversely, in
station C the 4-valued outcome c is given by the two clas-
sical signals from ΛAC and ΛBC . Note that the electronic
signals generated by the detectors are sent to three sepa-
rated time-to-digital converters, one for each measurement
station A, B, C, and the recorded events are sent for data
processing to a computer located outside the laboratory.

We record experimental events by first choosing a small
windoww1∼4.1ns, to filter in the signals produced simulta-
neously from the same source Λi. This allows us to account
mostly for 2-fold events which are due to the same entangled
pair, or the same split signal, thus filtering out most of the
experimental noise due to the detectors’ dark counts and
residual environmental light. The 6-fold coincidence events
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are finally computed by employing a time window equal to
w2∼20µs inside which an event is defined by the arrival of
three two-fold coincidences (see Supplementary Note 1 for
more details on data analysis). Such a choice of value for
the 6-fold coincidence window represents a compromise be-
tween two different requirements. On one side, we want to
make such a window as narrow as possible to approximately
achieve simultaneity, with respect to both the generation
and the measurements, which in principle could lead to an
implementation directly addressing the locality loophole.
On the other, a broader window is necessary to detect a
large enough number of 6-fold coincidences, enhancing the
events’ rate and thus leading to sufficiently small errors on
the measured probabilities in smaller measurement times.

In this demonstration, we do not attempt to achieve
space-like separation between the registration of the out-
comes a, b and c. Achieving such a separation would pro-
vide the strongest possible justification for the lack of causal
influences between the outcomes a, b and c. It is important
to note, however, that it would still not justify the lack of
a 3-way common cause.

Furthermore, due to the low efficiencies of the single
photon detectors (η∼0.5) and the fact that the threshold
values required for closing the detector loophole in the
triangle scenario are not yet known, we rely on the fair-
sampling assumption. On this point, we note that even
for the much simpler case of the Bell scenario, closing the
detector loophole required decades of effort.

F. Experimental Results

As stated above, in order to realize the Fritz distribution,
it is sufficient to share entanglement only between Alice
and Bob’s measurement stations, since Alice and Charlie
as well as Bob and Charlie can merely share classical corre-
lations. Moreover, using such classical sources (in our case,
a doubled electronic signal) makes it possible to experi-
mentally achieve correlations between Alice and Charlie
and between Bob and Charlie that can be almost perfect
for the duration of the experiment. Recall that perfect cor-
relation is required for the logic of Fritz’s argument to go
through, but demonstrating perfect correlations can never
be done in an experiment and, importantly, demonstrat-
ing nonclassicality in the triangle network in the manner
described by Fritz would boil down to violating a standard
Bell inequality (sometimes referred to as disguised network
nonlocality [74]). So, we did not use this approach here, as
it is the goal of our work to introduce and validate data
analysis techniques that would be applicable for any ex-
ample of a quantum-classical gap in the triangle scenario,
including gaps based on distributions that, unlike Fritz’s,
could be noisy. Fig. 3 provides a comparison between the
theoretical Fritz distribution reported in panel 3a, obtain-
able with noiseless states and measurement operators, and
the experimentally achieved one reported in panel 3b. The
latter one was reconstructed from ∼ 1.4 · 106 events col-
lected in ∼10 hours of data taking, achieving a 6-fold co-

incidence rate of ∼38.7Hz (see Supplementary Note 2 for
the complete distribution).

Even with our approach, employing ultra-fast optical
switches and classical correlations shared between A and
C and between B and C, the measurement outcomes on
the state ΛAC are not perfectly correlated, nor those on
ΛBC , contrary to the ideal Fritz distribution: specifically,
the probability of anti-correlation in each case is found to
be panticorr =3·10−5. As argued, it is the practical impossi-
bility of achieving perfect correlations which necessitates
implementing a hypothesis test for compatibility or a test
of causal compatibility inequalities. In what follows, we
will focus on three possible avenues: machine learning tech-
niques [52, 75, 76], the inflation method [13, 18, 48, 77] and
finally, recently derived entropic inequalities [44].

G. Excluding the hypothesis of classicality with
machine learning

We follow the approach in [52], the central idea of which
is to encode the structure of the causal network under
test in the topology of a neural network. Consider the
triangle network with quaternary outputs as depicted in
Fig. 1(b), where three sources λAB , λBC and λAC send in-
formation to three parties, Alice, Bob, and Charlie, each
receiving, respectively, the pairs (λAB ,λAC), (λAB ,λBC)
and (λAC , λBC), as schematically shown in Fig. 4 (a).
After locally processing the inputs, they flag a number
a,b,c∈{0,1,2,3}, by sampling the probability distributions
p(a|λAB ,λAC), p(b|λAB ,λBC) and p(c|λBC ,λAC) respec-
tively. In the machine learning algorithm, the input layers
to the multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) are composed of the
independent uniformly distributed random numbers in the
unit interval, i.e. λAB ,λBC ,λAC ∈ [0,1], with the restriction
in the flow of information mirroring the causal structure of
the triangle network: The A-block of the hidden layer re-
ceives random numbers (λAB ,λAC), the B-block receives
(λAB ,λBC) and the C-block receives (λBC ,λAC). There-
fore, individual inputs belong to R2 (i.e. they have length 2).
For the training, we provide batches of (Nbatch,2) dimen-
sion for the corresponding MLP for each of the three blocks.

If a certain probability distribution p(a,b,c) is compatible
witha classical causalmodel on the triangle causal structure,
then a set of three independent neural networks mimicking
the topology of the triangle should be able to reproduce
the distribution. By numerically sampling over different
values of the random numbers λAB, λBC and λAC one
can construct the approximation p̃(a,b,c) by averaging the
Cartesian product of the output conditional probabilities
corresponding to each party. See Methods for more details.

In turn, if the distribution under test is nonclassical,
the neural network will be unable to mimic the distribu-
tion perfectly, producing considerable errors. To quan-
tify how much the machine model can approximate the
target/experimental distribution, we employ the element-
wise mean square error (MSE), also termed as L2-norm
error, between p(a, b, c) and p̃(a, b, c). This is given by
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Figure 4. Neural network for the triangle network. (a) Neural Network capable of reproducing distributions compatible
with the triangle configuration, where number of layers varies from 3 to 6 and number of neurons is either 16 or 32, yielding 8
distinct architectures. The three sources λAB , λBC and λAC send information to three parties, Alice, Bob, and Charlie, each
receiving, respectively, the pairs {λAB ,λAC}, {λAB ,λBC} and {λAC ,λBC}. (b) The minimum mean square error (MSE) distance
achieved by the machine as function of the visibility for the experimental data (solid line) and the comparison with the same
distance for theoretical Fritz distribution (dashed line). For distinct visibility values, a different ML architecture is the optimum
one, strengthening the advantage of using an assembly of oracles. See Methods and Supplementary Note 3 for specific details.

MSE= 1
64 |p(a,b,c)−p̃(a,b,c)|2 and can be understood as a

measure of nonclassicality [76]. By repeated iterations, the
neural network can be optimized in order to minimize this
distance, since it should be close to zero if the target dis-
tribution has a classical model that the machine manages
to approximate. Clearly, however, even if the distribution
is compatible with the triangle network, due to numeri-
cal precision and the finite size of the neural network, the
distance will never be exactly zero. To address this issue,
we mix our experimental probability p(a,b,c) with the flat
distribution pI(a,b,c) = 1/64, which is compatible with
the triangle structure, so that the machine is asked to re-
trieve the best possible model for the mixed distribution
p̃=v p+(1−v)pI . If p has no classical explanation, then
we expect that, as one increases the weight v of p in the
mixed distribution p̃, there is a range of values wherein a
classical model of p̃ remains possible and MSE is very small,
but that there exists a threshold value beyond which MSE
begins to increase, and the machine cannot make an almost
perfect approximation anymore.

As shown in Fig. 4 (b), only below a certain threshold

value around vcrit = 1/
√

2 [52], can the machine learn p̃
while it fails to do so for higher values of v. This analysis
gives a strong indication of the nonclassicality of p, but
given that there is no guarantee that the machine finds the
optimal parameters, it does not guarantee it. To overcome
this limitation, in the following we present two alternative
techniques.

H. Violation of a causal compatibility inequality

In order to demonstrate the nonclassicality of the exper-
imental data relative to the triangle causal network, we
seek to identify some causal inequalities which must be sat-

isfied by all distributions compatible with the classical tri-
angle network but which are violated by our experimental
statistics. To this end, we turn to the inflation technique
for causal inference introduced in Ref. [18].

As detailed in the Methods, the inflation technique re-
lates compatibility with a given causal structure G to feasibil-
ity of a linear program (LP). If the LP related to an inflation
ofG (see Fig. 5(a)) is found to be infeasible, then evidently p
is incompatible with G. In our case, G is taken to be the clas-
sical triangle scenario causal structure depicted in Fig. 1(b).

In the case of infeasibility, the algorithm returns an
infeasibility witness, in the form of an inequality. In this
way, we can find a causal compatibility inequality tailored
to the specific experimental data we obtained. Using the
second order inflation of the triangle network shown in
Fig. 5(a), one can derive causal compatibility inequalities
(satisfied by all triangle-compatible p(a,b,c)) of the form

V ≡
∑

a1b1c1
a2b2c2

∈{0,1,2,3}×6

ya1b1c1a2b2c2p(a1,b1,c1)p(a2,b2,c2)≥0, (7)

where the y are real coefficients.
As further detailed in the Methods, the LP of the infla-

tion technique may be specially adapted to yield elegant
looking causal compatibility inequalities; namely, where
sets of monomials are each associated to a single (i.e., uni-
form) coefficient. Working with such an adapted LP can
be orders of magnitude less computationally demanding
as compared to the unadapted LP. However, it may be the
case that despite a given distribution leading to infeasibil-
ity in the unadapted primal LP, there may not exist any
inequality with restricted coefficients capable of witnessing
that fact. As such, one is motivated to carefully select a co-
efficient restriction which matches the specifically-targeted
distribution: one should only impose that a pair of mono-
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(a) Triangle network second-order inflation (b) The coefficients of a quadratic inequality

Figure 5. Inflation technique for the triangle network. (a) The second order inflation graph of the triangle net-
work. Such an inflation doubles the number of latent variables relative to the triangle scenario, having six latent variables

{λ(1)
AB ,λ

(2)
AB ,λ

(1)
BC ,λ

(2)
BC ,λ

(1)
AC ,λ

(2)
AC}. The inflation quadruples the number of observable random variables of the triangle scenario,

having twelve observable random variables {a(1),b(1),c(1),a(2),b(2),c(2),a(3),b(3),c(3),a(4),b(4),c(4)}. Distributions compatible with
this inflated structure satisfy symmetry properties, and have marginals corresponding to products of triangle-compatible distribu-
tion. This can be exploited to derive suitable causal compatibility inequalities that are violated by the experimental data. (b)
This plot depicts the 64×64 coefficients ya1b1c1a2b2c3 for a quadratic inequality of the form of Eq. (7) such that the left-hand side
is nonnegative on all distributions compatible with the classical triangle scenario, but which evaluates to the negative number
Vexp =−0.02436±0.00016 on our experimental data. The x-axis ranges over the values of (a1,b1,c1) while the y-axis ranges over the
values of (a2,b2,c2), and the color at a given point denotes the value of ya1b1c1a2b2c3 according to the mapping set out in the legend.

mials should share a uniform coefficient in the inequality if
the given distribution would lead to both monomials being
evaluated to the same numerical value (within a small toler-
ance). One cannot impose arbitrary coefficient uniformity
restrictions. The Methods contains an explanation for why
certain special coefficient restrictions may be justifiable.
We employed the ideal theoretical Fritz distribution as our
guide when selecting our LP adaptation, rendering moot
the selection of a numerical tolerance. We stress, however,
that a theoretical guide is not a prerequisite for optimally
adapting the inflation technique LP to witness the nonclas-
sicality of experimental data: it is perfectly possible to iso-
late the near-symmetries in the experimental data without
the educated guess provided by a theoretical model.

The infeasibility witness obtained by the program for
our data yields an inequality of the form of Eq. (7) which
is violated by the experimental data by several standard
deviations: in this way, we unambiguously demonstrate
the emergence of nonclassicality in the triangle network,
without relying on Bell’s theorem. We depict the particu-
lar coefficients ya1b1c1a2b2c2 defining the inequality that we
obtained from the adapted LP in Fig. 5(b). Denoting the
value that the data gives for the left-hand-side of this in-
equality by Vexp, we obtain Vexp=−0.02436±0.00016 (us-
ing a 6-fold coincidence window w2∼20µs), corresponding

to a violation of the inequality by 152 standard deviations.
In Fig. 6, we plot Vexp as a function of the choice of the 6-
fold coincidence window w2. As expected, by increasing
w2, we increase the detection rate of 6-fold events, in turn
decreasing the statistical error on the computed value of
Vexp, shown in the figure with the red shadowed area.

I. Bounding measurement dependence and violating
an entropic inequality for the triangle network

Another approach that can be used to robustly demon-
strate the nonclassicality of the generated data is to map
the triangle network into a modification of the Bell sce-
nario, in a similar way to Fritz’s original proof of nonclas-
sicality in the triangle scenario. In this modification, any
amount of measurement dependence is in principle allowed
between the hidden variable and the measurement settings.
Consequently, even though the scenario is related to Bell’s,
the nonclassicality exhibited necessarily goes beyond that
which one finds in Bell’s scenario because in the latter mea-
surement dependence allows for a classical account of any
correlations. Indeed, in a Bell scenario where causal influ-
ences between the source and the measurement settings
are allowed, some amount of measurement independence
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Figure 6. Inflation inequality violation vs 6-fold coinci-
dence window. Values of violation of the causal compatibil-
ity inequality, which has been optimized over the experimental
data corresponding to the blue point (a window w2∼20µs), as
a function of the 6-fold coincidence window w2. The red shad-
owed area represents the statistical error on the computed value
of Vexp, estimated employing Monte Carlo methods. The blue
shadowed region L indicates the values obtainable by a classi-
cal causal model.

has to be assumed in order to witness nonclassicality from
the data [60, 78, 79], otherwise, any violation of a Bell in-
equality can be explained by classical local models [80].

In the modified scenario, one can use entropic inequalities
to put an upper bound on the amount of measurement
dependence, as demonstrated in [44]. The modification can
be understood as a two-step departure from Bell’s scenario.
In the first step, depicted in Fig. 7(a), one allows there to be
a common cause not only on the pair of outcome variables,
but on all four of the observed variables, meaning that a
given outcome variable shares a common cause with the
setting variable at the opposite wing; this is a relaxation of
the assumption of freedom of choice [41, 60, 61, 81]. In the
second step, one introduces additional observed variables
c0c1 and a variable λAC that is a common cause to Alice’s
setting and outcome (a0, a1) and c0c1, as well as a variable
λBC that is a common cause to Bob’s setting and outcome
(b0, b1) and c0c1 (see Fig.7(b)).

Referring to the DAG of the triangle network shown
in Fig. 2, we map the measurement settings of the two
stations A and B of the Bell scenario to the variables a0
and b0, and the measurement outcomes are mapped to the
variables a1 and b1. It is clear, therefore, that if one lumps
a0 and a1 together, and similarly for b0 and b!, the modified
Bell scenario can be seen to have the form of the triangle
network.

In this modified Bell scenario, shown in Fig. 7(b), one can

λAB

a0

a1 b1

b0
(a) Bell scenario without freedom of choice.

λAC

λAB

λBC

a0

a1 b1

b0

c0 c1
(b) Extended Bell scenario as a triangle network.

Figure 7. Triangle scenario from extended Bell scenario.
(a) Extended Bell scenario with measurement dependence. Rel-
ative to the standard Bell scenario, the source λAB is presumed
to influence not only the outcomes a1 and b1, but the setting
variables a0 and b0 as well. This allows for measurement de-
pendence and can describe superdeterministic models [73]. (b)
Extended Bell causal structure with measurement dependence
mapped into the triangle scenario. Relative to the standard
Bell scenario, one posits an additional laboratory, associated to
Charlie, an additional source λAC between Alice and Charlie
and an additional source λBC between Bob and Charlie. Corre-
lations between a0 and c0,c1 imply an upper bound on the po-
tential dependence of a0 on λAB , described by the entropic in-
equality in Eq. (8). Similarly, correlations between b0 and c0,c1
imply an upper bound on the potential dependence of b0 on λAB .

lower bound the measurement dependence, quantified via
the mutual information I(λAB :a0,b0) between the source
λAB and the measurement settings a0 and b0, relating it
with the violation of the CHSH inequality [61, 82]. Further,
employing the entropic approach [8, 46, 83, 84], this mu-
tual information can also be upper bounded by an entropic
function that involves only observable variables and so can
be extracted directly from the experimental data. Combin-
ing both the upper and lower bounds on I(λAB :a0,b0), one
arrives at a Bell inequality blending probabilities and en-
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tropies, the violation of which witnesses the nonclassicality
of the data, irrespectively of any potential measurement
dependence I(λAB :a0,b0) present in the experiment. This
inequality is given by (see Ref.[44] for the further details)

E ≡2−SCHSH+

√
16Θ(a0,b0,C)

log2e
≥0, (8)

where SCHSH is the standard CHSH quantity evaluated
on P (a1b1|a0b0)) [57], and

Θ(a0,b0,C) := (9)

min





H(a0,b0|C),

H(a0,b0)−I(a0:b0:C)−I(a0:C)−I(b0:C),

H(a0,b0)+H(C)−2I(a0:b0:C)−2I(a0:C)−2I(b0:C),

with I(a0 : b0 :C) :=H(a0,b0,C)−H(a0,b0)−H(a0,C)−
H(b0,C) +H(a0) +H(b0) +H(C) the tripartite mutual
information and H(X) =−∑xp(x)logp(x) the Shannon
entropy relative to the variable X.

Using the experimental data in Fig. 3, we obtain a value
Eexp = −0.340 ± 0.001, violating the bound of Eq. (8)
by 340 standard deviations and thereby demonstrating
nonclassicality.

III. DISCUSSION

The triangle scenario has particular novelty as a means
of witnessing nonclassicality insofar as there is no known
way to obtain classical causal compatibility inequalities
for it from standard Bell inequalities. This is in contrast
to the two other causal structures distinct from the Bell
scenario that have been experimentally investigated previ-
ously, namely, the instrumental scenario [24] and the bilo-
cality scenario [66, 68, 71, 72, 85, 86]. In the case of the in-
strumental scenario, it suffices to process the Bell inequal-
ities by forcing equality between the value of the setting
variable at one wing and the value of the outcome variable
at the opposite wing [87]. In the case of the bilocality sce-
nario, by post-selecting on the outcome of the measurement
that accesses both sources, the other two measurements
can be proven to satisfy the Bell inequalities in a classical
causal model (via an analogue of entanglement-swapping)
[16, 17]. Such short-cuts to deriving noise-robust causal
compatibility inequalities, however, are not available in
the triangle scenario.

Another peculiar aspect of the triangle scenario is the
possibility to show new forms of nonclassicality that do not
require the use of external inputs freely chosen by the ex-
perimenter, but instead rely on the assumption of indepen-
dence of the sources, as shown by Fritz [5]. In this work,
we realized for the first time a triangle network without
external inputs, proving the emergence of nonclassicality
in this new regime, up to detection and locality loopholes.
This has been possible by employing fast feed-forward of
measurement in an optical setup comprising an entangled

photon source and two sources of classical correlations. In
order to demonstrate the nonclassicality of the experimen-
tal data, we had to extend pre-existing data analysis tech-
niques, making them suitable to detect nonclassicality in
noisy distributions.

The data analysis techniques we have presented here
are also distinguished insofar as they have the capacity to
witness nonclassicality for any distribution that might arise
in an experiment, whereas previous experiments witnessing
nonclassicality in causal structures beyond Bell have used
tools that can only witness the nonclassicality of limited
classes of target distributions. This approach thus extends
data-seeded techniques previously limited to the standard
bipartite Bell scenario [2, 3, 88, 89] to the realm of more
complex causal networks.

The employed data analysis techniques and aspects of
our photonic setup provide a scalable platform in which
nonclassicality can be witnessed in networks of growing
size and of arbitrary topology. In particular, the imple-
mented measurements are based on local wirings, i.e., sep-
arable measurements with classical feedbacks, making the
approach scalable. Furthermore, it is widely speculated
that the triangle scenario may admit distributions which
imply a no-go result whose logic is entirely independent
of that of Bell’s theorem [19, 90]. These are likely to re-
quire entangled measurements as well as three sources of
entanglement, and consequently, integrating such measure-
ments and sources into our set-up may open the way to
experimentally targeting distributions which are thought
to exhibit these new types of nonclassicality.

Finally, this work can also pave the way for future ap-
plications in quantum communications involving several
sources and measurement stations.

IV. METHODS

A. Details on the machine learning implementation

The number of samples we sum over, i.e., the batch
size, is Nbatch =10000. We decided to vary the ar-
chitecture of the neural network using different num-
ber of layers (nlayers =[3,4,5,6]) and number of neurons
(nneurons =[16,32]), accounting for an assembly of 8 neural
networks independently trained, in order to obtain better
approximations by taking the minimum or the average of
the predictions. The ensemble of networks also reduces the
probability of being trapped in optimization local minima
and enhances the relative expressive power of the method
in comparison to a single architecture; see Fig. 4 (a). As
pointed out in Ref. [52], ideal values for parameters and
hyper-parameters vary for distinct triangle scenarios, there-
fore the strength of the ensemble approach also varies. The
reader is referred to the Supplementary Note 3 for more
specific details.
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B. Details on the Inflation Technique

At its core, the inflation technique atnth order shows that

• IF: A distribution p is compatible with a given classical
causal structure G

• THEN: For the nth order inflation graph G′ induced by G
there must exist some largerdistribution p′ pertaining
to the observable nodes in G′ such that

1. p′ possesses certain symmetry properties related
to automorphisms of G′, and

2. the distribution p⊗n — defined as n identical
but independently distributed (I.I.D.) copies of
p — arises as a marginal distribution of p′.

These conditions implicitly define a linear program (LP).
In the Supplementary Note 4, we elaborate on the required
marginal symmetry properties which must be satisfied by
distributions compatible with the second order inflation
graph depicted in Fig. 5(a).

Farkas’ duality lemma tells us how to extract a certifi-
cate of infeasibility whenever a LP is infeasible [91]. Note
that Farkas’ lemma applies to convex optimization in gen-
eral [92]; linear programming is just a special case. For the
primal LP defined by second order inflation, the certificate
of infeasibility is a dual vector y such that y ·p⊗2≥0 holds
for all instances of p⊗2 which make the primal LP feasible.
Given such a dual vector y, one certifies the infeasibility
of p⊗2nonclassical — i.e., one certifies the incompatibility of
pnonclassical with a classical causal model with the structure
G — whenever one finds that y ·p⊗2nonclassical<0. Hence, the
certificate y yields a quadratic polynomial inequality satis-
fied by all distributions p which are compatible with G.

We employed the “hierarchy” version of inflation defined
in Ref. [77] due to its computationally efficient and data-
agnostic implementation.

The second order inflation graph of the classical triangle
network is depicted in Fig. 5(a), and the p′ which is posited
to exist would pertain to the twelve observable random
variables depicted in Fig. 5(a), namely {a(1), b(1), c(1), a(2),
b(2), c(2), a(3), b(3), c(3), a(4), b(4), c(4)}.

The LP implied by inflation is as follows. The condition
for the existence of p′ can be understood as a collection of
very many inequality constraints (every probability which
makes up p′ must be nonnegative) along with one equal-
ity constraint (the sum of all probabilities comprising p′

totals unity). The symmetry requirements of p′ can be un-
derstood as equality constraints relating the various proba-
bilities comprising p′. Finally, the requirement that p⊗2 is
a marginal of p′ can be understood as equating p⊗2 evalu-
ated at a particular set of values for its arguments to a sum
over all those probabilities of p′ which agree on these val-
ues. In other words, if p is compatible with G, then some
collection of equality and inequality constraints are simul-
taneously satisfiable; i.e., some LP should be feasible.

The Farkas infeasibility certificate of the LP defined by in-
flation constitutes quadratic inequalities which are satisfied

by all triangle-compatible distributions but violated by the
nonclassical distribution whose triangle-incompatibility is
witnessed by inflation. See Supplementary Note 4 for an ex-
plicit walk-through of the inflation technique in full detail.

C. Adapting polytope membership LPs to yield
symmetric inequalities

It can be insightful to compare the LP defined by inflation
to the more familiar LP associated with Bell nonlocality. In
Bell nonlocality, a family of conditional probability distribu-
tions (a.k.a. a “correlation”) is said to admit a local hidden
variable model (LHVM) if and only if corresponding vector
of all conditional probabilities lies within the local polytope.
When a correlation does not admit a LHVM explanation,
then we can always find a separating hyperplane (typically
a facet of the local polytope) such that the vector of condi-
tional probabilities associated with the given correlation
lies strictly to one side of the hyperplane whereas all LHVM-
explainable correlations correspond to vectors of condi-
tional probabilities in or on the other side of the hyperplane.
Thus, hyperplanes which distinguish all LHVM-explainable
vectors from some other are equivalent to Bell inequalities;
these hyperplanes which correspond to facets of the local
polytope are equivalent to facet-defining Bell inequalities.

The picture is quite similar when thinking about the LP
associated with inflation. Instead of vectors of conditional
probabilities, however, we are considering vectors whose
elements are products of unconditional probabilities, i.e.,
vectors of probability monomials. The LP of inflation
similarly defines a polytope: a vector of monomials is in
the polytope iff the primal LP is feasible; the objective of
the dual LP is to return a separating hyperplane such that

1. the given vector of monomials is as far from the
hyperplane as possible, and

2. such that all vectors which would make the primal LP
feasible lie on or on the other side of the hyperplane.

Without loss of generality, a polytope may be defined in
terms of its extremal points. Let Md,n be a d×n matrix
whose n columns correspond to the extremal points of the
polytope, each of which is a vector in dimension d, and
where we have introduced a notation of marking an object’s
dimension in superscript for pedagogical clarity in what
follows. A vector vd lies withing the polytope (technically,
the LP formulations here apply to both bounded polytopes
and unbounded polycones) if and only if

there exists some xn

such that Md,n ·xn=vd,

where xn≥0n.

(10)

We can relax the satisfiability LP of Eq. (10) into an op-
timization problem which measures the degree of primal
infeasibility. One natural measure of the infeasibility of
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Eq. (10) is defined by the following optimization problem:

max
xn,sn

−1n ·sn

such that Md,n ·(xn−sn)=vd,

where xn≥0n and sn≥0n.

(11)

Note that if the LP of Eq. (10) can be satisfied, then the
objective in Eq. (11) can be reach up to 0; conversely, if the
objective in Eq. (11) is strictly negative over all variables
which satisfy that LP’s conditions, then the LP in Eq. (10)
is evidently infeasible. The formal dual to the above LP can
then be used to extract optimal separating hyperplanes.
The astute reader may notice that even the reformulated
LP as given in Eq. (11) may not always be feasible; it can
only be satisfied if vd is wholly in the linear span of the
columns of Md,n. If vd has some component orthogonal to
that linear span, then the primal formulation in Eq. (11) is
infeasible and the dual formulation in Eq. (12) is unbounded.
See Appendix B of Ref. [93] for alternative relaxations of
an LP satisfiability problem into an optimization problem,
and the connection therein to distance measures such as
robustness and nonlocal fraction. Namely,

min
yd

yd ·vd

such that 0n≤yd ·Md,n≤1n.
(12)

Indeed, the weak duality theorem in linear programming
ensures that regardless of the feasibility of Eq. (10), it holds
that for every yd satisfying the condition of Eq. (12) and
every xn, sn satisfying the conditions of Eq. (11), it is always
the case that yd ·vd≥−1n ·sn. So, if any yd can be found
satisfying the condition of Eq. (12) such that yd ·vd ≤ 0,
this serves as a certificate of the infeasibility of Eq. (10).

Now, the matrix Md,n which defines the polytope may
exhibit inherent symmetries. An inherent symmetry of a
matrix is a pair of permutation operations πd,drow and πn,ncol ,
acting respectively on the row space and column space of
the matrix, such that if both the row permutation and the
column permutation are performed the matrix is invariant.
That is,

Md,n=πd,drow ·Md,n ·πn,ncol . (13)

Whenever such an inherent symmetry can be identified,
it can be used to transform feasible solutions of both the
primal and dual formulations into new solutions: Suppose
we have a collection of vectors vd, yd, xn, sn such that
all of the conditions of both Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) are
satisfied. Then, acting on all the vectors with the inherent
symmetry leads to a new solution pair to both the primal
and dual LP formulations, with the same duality gap (if
any). Accordingly, we have that the symmetrized inequality

y′d ≥ 0 where y′d :=
yd+πd,d

row·yd
2 is also a valid inequality.

When yd is an optimal solution to the dual LP in Eq. (12),

then symmetrized inequality y′d is also optimal if vd is
invariant under the inherent symmetry operation πd,drow.

This is what allows us to restrict the coefficients of the
separating hyperplanes. Suppose we find a bunch of differ-
ent inherent symmetries of the matrix which defines the
polytope; these can be used to construct a group with well-
defined actions on both the row and column spaces. We can
then twirl the matrix with respect to this group: We collect
columns which map to each other under the group action,
and replace each orbit of columns with a single new column
given by the mean of the orbit. We do the same to the rows.
This twirling operation thus yields a substantially smaller

matrix, say, M ′d
′,n′

. Given a vector vd in the row space of

the matrix, we can apply the same twirling to obtain v′d
′
, es-

sentially projecting the vector to the symmetric subspace of

the group. We now can obtain a separating hyperplane y′d
′

by applying the dual formulation of the LP in this symmet-
ric subspace. To convert this hyperplane in the symmetric
subspace to a hyperplane in the full row space we de-twirl:
namely, each row in a given orbit is uniformly associated
with the coefficient of that orbit in the symmetric subspace.

There is no loss of generality whatsoever in using this
symmetry-adapted version of the LP if the target vector
vd is also invariant under the group. So, in general, the
most efficient way to exploit inherent symmetries in linear
programming is to identify the largest symmetry group
(acting on both row and column spaces) which leaves both
Md,n and vd invariant.

For more information regarding exploiting symmetry in
linear programming see Refs. [94–97].

D. Robustness to noise added by varying 2-fold
coincidence window

We study the behavior of the nonlocality tests over the
addition of noise due to the enlargement of the two-fold
coincidence window w1. Increasing such a window causes
the increase of accidental counts, affecting both the events
from the entangled source and those relative to classically
correlated signals. From a practical point of view, such noise
acts substantially as a white noise on the correlations, that
is event pairs which are uniformly and randomly distributed.
Considering such effects, we do expect that at some point,
increasing the noise, our witnesses will not be able to detect
a nonclassical behaviour anymore. This is, in fact, the case.
We show the curve of the violation of the inequality, Eq. 7
and Fig. 5(b) inferred by means of the inflation technique,
as a function of the 2-fold window w1 in Fig. 8. The same
study is performed with the value of the violation of the
entropic inequality in Eq. (8) as shown in Fig. 9.

DATA AVAILABILITY

The data that support the findings of this study are
available in the Supplementary Information and from the
corresponding author upon request.
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Figure 8. Robustness of the inflation inequality to ex-
perimental noise. In this plot we show the achieved value for
the inequality from inflation technique, as function of the two-
fold coincidence window w1. As expected, since this increases
uncorrelated 2-fold events, the measured correlations become
”local” for large enough windows. The leftmost point corre-
sponds to the result reported in subsection ”Bounding measure-
ment dependence and violating an entropic inequality for the
triangle network”, i.e. a window w1∼4.1ns, the plotted error
bars are calculated through Monte Carlo technique assuming
Poissonian statistics and are smaller than the size of the points.
The blue shadowed region L indicates the values obtainable by
a classical causal model.

CODE AVAILABILITY

All the custom code developed for this study is available
from the corresponding author upon request.
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Supplementary Note 1. DATA ANALYSIS

The data acquisition was performed using three independent time-to-digital converters (TDC) with a resolution of
≈81 ps. The TDCs, one for each measurement station, were synchronized using a shared random signal, acting as time
reference. The synchronization was performed in real time, via dedicated software running in a separated machine which
received data from the three nodes on the local network. After the synchronization, the data coming from the TDCs are
filtered to retain only the events corresponding to a two-fold coincidence detection between events coming from the same
source. Such events are then saved to disk for further analysis and post processing. The time window in which two events
are considered coincident is ≈4.1 ns, this allows to filter out most noise sources affecting the measurement. The array of
two-fold coincidences obtained is further analyzed to count coincidence events among all the three parties. A six-fold event
extracted in this way is a set of three two-fold events that can be considered coincident in a given window, larger than
the one used to extract two-fold coincidences. When more than three two-fold coincidences are found in the same time
window, the additional events are discarded. More specifically, when more than one coincidence from a same source are
found within the window interval, we select only the first detected. Selecting the first coincidence represents an arbitrary
and unbiased choice, that is a useful convention for resolving possible ambiguities in the definition of six-fold events.
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Supplementary Note 2. EXPERIMENTAL FRITZ DISTRIBUTION

We show the experimental frequencies corresponding to the terms of Fritz distribution in Supp. Fig. 1-a, in comparison
with the ideal values (Supp. Fig. 1-b). The overall statistics is composed of ∼106 events.

x

Supplementary Figure 1. Experimental Fritz distribution. a) Theoretical Fritz distribution considering ideal noiseless singlet
states. b) Experimental distribution measured in an experimental run.

Supplementary Note 3. NEURAL NETWORK ORACLES

Given a causal structure and a distribution over the observed outputs, we used an ensemble of neural networks to
determine whether the distribution could have been reproduced by using exclusively local resources. The general idea is
to encode the causal structure into neural networks and request them to reproduce the target distribution. Both the
assumed causal structures and a feedforward neural networks can have their information flow determined by a directed
acyclic graph (DAG). Therefore, we train diverse neural networks taking into consideration the causal structure to
reproduce the target distribution.

Consider the scenario in which three sources (λAB ,λAC ,λBC), send information either via a classical or quantum
channel to three parties, Alice (A), Bob (B), and Charlie (C) with the following constrained flow of information: each
source only sends information to two parties of the three, constituting a triangle network with quaternary (four possible
flag numbers) outputs and no inputs, as described in the main text. In this manner, Alice, Bob and Charlie receives,
respectively, the pairs λA={λAB ,λAC}, λB={λAB ,λBC} and λC ={λAC ,λBC}. Therefore, individual inputs ∈R2 (they
have length 2). For training, we provide batches of (Nbatch,2) dimension for the corresponding MLP for each party.

The parties process their inputs by means of arbitrary local response functions, characterized by the conditional
probabilities p(a|λAB ,λAC), p(b|λAB ,λBC) and p(c|λAC ,λBC), where a,b,c∈{0,1,2,3} are the flag numbers by the parties
A,B,C, respectively. Although any other distribution can be reabsorbed by the established parties’ response functions
pX(x|λxy,λxz), for the classical setup one can assume that the sources send a random variable taken from an uniform
distribution in the unit interval, i.e. λAB ,λBC ,λAC ∈ [0,1].
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Therefore, given these constraints and the assumption that each source is independent, such a scenario is well
characterized by the probability distribution p(a,b,c) over the random variables of the outputs [1], which be written as:

p(a,b,c)=

∫∫∫ 1

0

p(a|λAB ,λAC)p(b|λAB ,λBC)p(c|λAC ,λBC)dλABdλACdλBC . (1)

The aim in the machine learning (ML) part of this work is to construct neural networks capable of approximating
distributions given by Eq. 1. Amid the myriad of ML algorithms that exist nowadays, feedforward neural networks are
the one to emulate a directed acyclic graph (DAG) corresponding to a causal structure. This symmetry between causal
structure and neural network is a powerful trait making the method applicable, a priori, to any causal structure [1].

For each party (A,B,C), the corresponding response function will be incorporated by means of a fully connected
multilayer perceptron (MLP). However, in principle, more advanced neural networks architectures could be used as well,
such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs), recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and so on, but this would require a
dedicated investigation that would be far beyond the scope of this paper, although the implementation of an ensemble of
MLPs is already a natural advance of the inaugural method shown in Ref. [1].

From the machine learning perspective, the input layers to the MLPs are composed of the independent uniformly
distributed random numbers in the unit interval, i.e. λAB ,λBC ,λAC ∈ [0,1], with the restriction in the flow of information
imposed by the triangle network: each source only sends information to two parties of the three. In this manner, Alice
receives (λAB ,λAC), Bob receives (λAB ,λBC) and Charlie receives (λBC ,λAC). Therefore, individual inputs ∈R2 (they
have length 2). For training, we provide batches of (Nbatch,2) dimension for the corresponding MLP for each party. The
output layers retrieve the corresponding probabilities conditioned on the respective inputs: p(a|λAB ,λAC), p(b|λAB ,λBC)
and p(c|λAC ,λBC). In this step, we use a softmax activation function so that the outputs are three normalized vectors
∈R4 (length 4).

We then evaluate the neural network for Nbatch sample values of random variables (λAB ,λAC ,λBC) in order to
approximate the joint probability distribution Eq. 1, averaging the Cartesian product of the conditional probabilities (∈
R4),

p̃(a,b,c)=
1

Nbatch

Nbatch∑

i=1

p(a|λABi,λACi)p(b|λABi,λBCi)p(c|λACi,λBCi), (2)

yielding the approximated joint probability distribution p̃(a,b,c)∈R64 with the following index ordering:
[0,1,2,3]×[0,1,2,3]×[0,1,2,3]→ [000,001,002,...,333]. In this manner, the method is order sensitive. This step formally
differs from the Monte Carlo approximation in Ref. [1], however, in practice, they yield the same result for the examples
we tested.

The approximation of p(a,b,c) is achieved by setting a loss function quantifying the discrepancy between the target
distribution p(a,b,c) and the neural network’s constructed output p̃(a,b,c). A natural candidate is therefore the relative
Kullback–Leibler divergence,

KL(p,p̃)=
∑

abc

p(a,b,c)log

(
p(a,b,c)

p̃(a,b,c)

)
. (3)

In fact, any differentiable discrepancy measure between p and p̃ works (for instance, the MSE (l2-norm), the MAE (l1-
norm), Euclidean distance, and so on). However, the KL seems to be the best on the practical side (faster and better
convergence), a point also registered in Ref. [1].
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Supplementary Figure 2. ML diagram

As already mentioned, for an individual neural network forming the committee, we used a similar approach as in
[1]. The ensemble of neural networks, which can be imagined as an assembly of oracles, provides a certificate that a
distribution is local once it is learned. In other words, if a target distribution is inside the local set, then a sufficiently
expressive neural network should be able to learn the appropriate response functions and reproduce it. As the ”right”
expressivity is not known a priori, we decided to use the ensemble approach, in which we train diverse neural networks
with distinct number of layers and neurons. For distributions outside the local set, we should see that the machine can not
approximate well the given target, no matter the expressitivy power we employ for the neural network. So, the ensemble
is a good indication (not a definite proof) of this impossibility. Altogether, this gives us a criterion for deciding whether a
target distribution is inside the local set or not.

Heuristically, it means that, by construction, the neural network can learn the local responses of the parties to their
inputs. Notwithstanding, if a given target is surely outside the local set (quantum channels are permitted from the sources
to the parties), then by adding noise according to a convex sum we should see a clear transition in function of visibility in
the learner’s behavior when entering the set of local correlations, as demonstrated in the main text. The distance between
the target and learned distributions can be computed in a number of ways. However, the element-wise mean square error
(MSE) also known as l2-norm error between p(a,b,c) and p̃(a,b,c), is a better guide to the eyes for identifying the transition.

The advantage of using multiple neural networks architectures is well perceived by examining Supp. Tab. 1. Note that
for distinct visibility values, a different neural network architecture yields the best MSE distance, strengthening the
advantage of using an assembly of oracles.
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Visibility (v) Optimum Architecture

0.00 5 layers, 16 neurons

0.05 4 layers, 16 neurons

0.10 5 layers, 16 neurons

0.15 4 layers, 16 neurons

0.20 5 layers, 32 neurons

0.25 4 layers, 32 neurons

0.30 6 layers, 32 neurons

0.35 4 layers, 32 neurons

0.40 3 layers, 32 neurons

0.45 3 layers, 32 neurons

0.50 3 layers, 32 neurons

0.55 6 layers, 32 neurons

0.60 3 layers, 16 neurons

0.65 5 layers, 16 neurons

0.70 5 layers, 32 neurons

0.75 6 layers, 16 neurons

0.80 3 layers, 32 neurons

0.85 3 layers, 32 neurons

0.90 5 layers, 16 neurons

0.95 3 layers, 32 neurons

1.00 5 layers, 16 neurons

Supplementary Table 1. The corresponding best architecture yielding the minimum MSE distance for each visibility value v.
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Supplementary Note 4. CAUSAL COMPATIBILITY INEQUALITY FROM THE INFLATION
TECHNIQUE

a b

c

λBCλAC

λAB

Supplementary Figure 3. The causal structure of the classical triangle network, a falsified hypothesis for explaining our experimental
statistics.

Here’s how the second order inflation test works for the triangle network. Suppose that a distribution p(a,b,c) is
compatible with the triangle causal structure in Fig. 3, in the sense of

p(abc)=
∑

λABλACλBC

p(a|λAB ,λAC)p(b|λAB ,λBC)p(c|λAC ,λBC)p(λAB)p(λAC)p(λBC). (4)

Now, imagine (gedankenexperiment) recycling the same causal components to create some hypothetically observable
distribution p′(a(1),b(1),c(1),a(2),b(2),c(2),a(3),b(3),c(3),a(4),b(4),c(4)) compatible with the second order inflation graph of
the triangle scenario, depicted in Fig. 4. Relative to the inflation graph, compatibility means

p′(a(1),b(1),c(1),a(2),b(2),c(2),a(3),b(3),c(3),a(4),b(4),c(4))=
∑

λ
(1)
AB ,λ

(2)
AB ,

λ
(1)
AC ,λ

(2)
AC ,

λ
(1)
BC ,λ

(2)
BC




p′(a(1)|λ(1)
AB ,λ

(1)
AC)p′(b(1)|λ(1)

AB ,λ
(1)
BC)p′(c(1)|λ(1)

AC ,λ
(1)
BC)

×p′(a(2)|λ(2)
AB ,λ

(1)
AC)p′(b(2)|λ(1)

AB ,λ
(2)
BC)p′(c(2)|λ(2)

AC ,λ
(1)
BC)

×p′(a(3)|λ(1)
AB ,λ

(2)
AC)p′(b(3)|λ(2)

AB ,λ
(1)
BC)p′(c(3)|λ(1)

AC ,λ
(2)
BC)

×p′(a(4)|λ(2)
AB ,λ

(2)
AC)p′(b(4)|λ(2)

AB ,λ
(2)
BC)p′(c(4)|λ(2)

AC ,λ
(2)
BC)

×p′(λ(1)
AB)p′(λ(2)

AB)p′(λ(1)
AC)p′(λ(2)

AC)p′(λ(1)
BC)p′(λ(2)

BC)




(5)

By “recycling causal components” we mean that the functional dependence of every variable on its parents in Fig. 4 is
presumed to be the same functional dependence as the analogous variable’s functional dependence on its parents in Fig. 3.
The Fig. 3 analog of each individual variable in Fig. 4 is obtained by dropping the superscript copy index. Hereafter,
when describing random variables being assigned particular values we place the name of the variable in underscript and
the value it takes in overscript.

That is,

p′( v|µ1,µ2

a(1)|λ(1)
AB ,λ

(1)
AC

)=p′( v|µ1,µ2

a(2)|λ(2)
AB ,λ

(1)
AC

)=p′( v|µ1,µ2

a(3)|λ(1)
AB ,λ

(2)
AC

)=p′( v|µ1,µ2

a(4)|λ(2)
AB ,λ

(2)
AC

)=p( v|µ1,µ2
a|λAB ,λAC

),

and p′( v|µ1,µ2

b(1)|λ(1)
AB ,λ

(1)
BC

)=p′( v|µ1,µ2

b(2)|λ(1)
AB ,λ

(2)
BC

)=p′( v|µ1,µ2

b(3)|λ(2)
AB ,λ

(1)
BC

)=p′( v|µ1,µ2

b(4)|λ(2)
AB ,λ

(2)
BC

)=p( v|µ1,µ2
b|λAB ,λBC

),

and p′( v|µ1,µ2

c(1)|λ(1)
AC ,λ

(1)
BC

)=p′( v|µ1,µ2

c(2)|λ(2)
AC ,λ

(1)
BC

)=p′( v|µ1,µ2

c(3)|λ(1)
AC ,λ

(2)
BC

)=p′( v|µ1,µ2

c(4)|λ(2)
AC ,λ

(2)
BC

)=p( v|µ1,µ2
c|λAC ,λBC

),

and p′( µ
λ
(1)
AB

)=p′( µ
λ
(2)
AB

)=p( µ
λAB

), and p′( µ
λ
(1)
AC

)=p′( µ
λ
(2)
AC

)=p( µ
λAC

), and p′( µ
λ
(1)
BC

)=p′( µ
λ
(2)
BC

)=p( µ
λBC

).

(6)

Now, Eq. (6) holds whenever p(abc) is compatible with the triangle causal structure. Naturally, in our case, Eq. (6)
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a(1)
a(2)

a(3)
a(4)

b(1)

b(2)

b(3)

b(4)

c(1)

c(2)

c(3)

c(4)

λBC
(1)

λBC
(2)

λAC
(1)

λAC
(2)

λAB
(1)

λAB
(2)

Supplementary Figure 4. The second order inflation graph of the triangle network.

by itself is not operationally testable. We only have access to the observed distribution p(abc); if we had access to the
underlying functional dependencies such as p(a|λAB ,λAC) we wouldn’t be bother with inflation, as we would then be able
to access the (in)compatibility of p(abc) by means of Eq. (4) alone. The key insight is to extract easily testable implications
of Eq. (6) which follow merely from the (non)existence of suitable functional dependencies. The two implications of
Eq. (6) which we elect to incorporate into our linear program feasibility test are marginalization and symmetry.

The marginalization condition is that

p′( v1
a(1)

, v2
b(1)
, v3
c(1)
,v10
a(4)

,v11
b(4)

,v12
c(4)

) :=
∑

v4,v5,v6,
v7,v8,v9

p′( v1
a(1)

, v2
b(1)
, v3
c(1)
, v4
a(2)

, v5
b(2)
, v6
c(2)
, v7
a(3)

, v8
b(3)
, v9
c(3)
,v10
a(4)

,v11
b(4)

,v12
c(4)

)

=p(v1
a
,v2
b
,v3
c

)p(v10
a
,v11
b
,v12
c

),

which we express as M ·p′=p⊗2,

(7)

where M is a zero/one valued marginalization matrix; it encodes the appropriate linear combinations of probabilities of
p′ to make up the marginal probabilities. Accordingly, Eq. (7) is a matrix equality constraint, or 46 different equality
constraints corresponding to the 46 rows of M , as the cardinality of all observable variables in our triangle network is 4.

The symmetry condition follows from the fact that the copy indices are dummy indices. That is, since p′( µ
λ
(1)
AB

)=p′( µ
λ
(2)
AB

)

and so on, it follows that p′ must be invariant under the relabellings

π1 π2 π3

λ
(1)
AB↔λ

(2)
AB λ

(1)
AC↔λ

(2)
AC λ

(1)
BC↔λ

(2)
BC

a(1)↔a(2) a(1)↔a(3) b(1)↔b(2)

a(3)↔a(4) a(2)↔a(4) b(3)↔b(4)

b(1)↔b(3) c(1)↔c(2) c(1)↔c(3)

b(3)↔b(4) c(3)↔c(4) c(2)↔c(4)

(8)

which generates an order-8 symmetry group. For maximum clarity, the cumulative effect of the symmetry implications of
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Eq. (6) are

p′( v1
a(1)

, v2
b(1)
, v3
c(1)
, v4
a(2)

, v5
b(2)
, v6
c(2)
, v7
a(3)

, v8
b(3)
, v9
c(3)
,v10
a(4)

,v11
b(4)

,v12
c(4)

)

=p′( v1
a(1)

, v2
b(1)
, v3
c(1)
, v4
a(2)

, v6
b(2)
, v5
c(2)
, v8
a(3)

, v7
b(3)
,v11
c(3)

,v12
a(4)

, v9
b(4)
,v10
c(4)

)

=p′( v2
a(1)

, v1
b(1)
, v4
c(1)
, v3
a(2)

, v7
b(2)
, v8
c(2)
, v5
a(3)

, v6
b(3)
, v9
c(3)
,v10
a(4)

,v11
b(4)

,v12
c(4)

)

=p′( v2
a(1)

, v1
b(1)
, v4
c(1)
, v3
a(2)

, v8
b(2)
, v7
c(2)
, v6
a(3)

, v5
b(3)
,v11
c(3)

,v12
a(4)

, v9
b(4)
,v10
c(4)

)

=p′( v3
a(1)

, v4
b(1)
, v1
c(1)
, v2
a(2)

, v5
b(2)
, v6
c(2)
, v7
a(3)

, v8
b(3)
,v10
c(3)

, v9
a(4)

,v12
b(4)

,v11
c(4)

)

=p′( v3
a(1)

, v4
b(1)
, v1
c(1)
, v2
a(2)

, v6
b(2)
, v5
c(2)
, v8
a(3)

, v7
b(3)
,v12
c(3)

,v11
a(4)

,v10
b(4)

, v9
c(4)

)

=p′( v4
a(1)

, v3
b(1)
, v2
c(1)
, v1
a(2)

, v7
b(2)
, v8
c(2)
, v5
a(3)

, v6
b(3)
,v10
c(3)

, v9
a(4)

,v12
b(4)

,v11
c(4)

)

=p′( v4
a(1)

, v3
b(1)
, v2
c(1)
, v1
a(2)

, v8
b(2)
, v7
c(2)
, v6
a(3)

, v5
b(3)
,v12
c(3)

,v11
a(4)

,v10
b(4)

, v9
c(4)

).

(9)

As a linear program, we essentially have

∃p′|p′≥0 : M ·p′=p⊗2 and Gπ◦p′=p′, (10)

where Gπ◦ is the group twirling operation, i.e. the projection onto the symmetric subspace of the group.
We can simplify the linear program (10) by replacing the invariance of p′ under symmetry with the statement that p⊗2

is recovered by marginalizing the twirled version of p′, that is, M ·(Gπ◦p′)=p⊗2. For that matter, we can just as well
apply the left action of the twirling operator on the marginalization matrix, i.e.

(
G−1π ◦M

)
·p′ :=

(
Gπ◦MT

)T
·p′=M ·(Gπ◦p′) (11)

and hence we can equivalently express the linear program (10) as

∃p′|p′≥0 :
(
G−1π ◦M

)
·p′=p⊗2 (12)

which has the advantage of being easily dualized, i.e. the dual of LP (12) is

@y|y·(G−1
π ◦M)≥0 : y ·p⊗2<0. (13)

Indeed, the existence of a y vector which yields both
(
G−1π ◦M

)
·y≥0 and y ·p⊗2<0 constitutes a certificate of infeasibility

for LP (12) by Farkas’ duality lemma [2]. Accordingly, we discover the polynomial inequality which witnesses the
incompatibility of p with the classical triangle network by explicitly minimizing y ·p⊗2 subject to the constraints(
G−1π ◦M

)
·y≥0.

In Supp. Tab. 2 we show the coefficients y pertaining to the products of probabilities generating the causal compatibility
inequality . The coefficient is zero unless explicitly specified otherwise in Supp. Tab. 2.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

[1] T. Kriváchy, Y. Cai, D. Cavalcanti, A. Tavakoli, N. Gisin, and N. Brunner, “A neural network oracle for quantum nonlocality
problems in networks,” npj Quant. Info. 6, 70 (2020).

[2] E. D. Andersen, “Certificates of Primal or Dual Infeasibility in Linear Programming,” Comp. Optim. Appl. 20, 171 (2001).
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Supplementary Table 2. Tabular representation of the causal inequality. This table specified the coefficients relative to the
pairs of multiplied probabilities that give rise to the polynomial causal inequality. All unspecified coefficients are taken to be zero.

−1→ 202021 202131 233000 233110 312021 312131 323000 323110

2→

023010 031002 031012 033010 100023 100033 102031 112031 121002 121012 121102 121112 123010

123100 133010 133100 203010 203100 212001 212011 212101 212111 213010 213100 221212 222031

222121 223020 223030 223120 223130 223200 223210 231212 232031 232121 300223 302001 302011

302101 302111 302221 302231 303010 303100 310223 313010 313100 321212 321302 322031 322121

331212 331302 332031 332121 333020 333030 333120 333130 333200 333210 333300 333310

3→ 212031 212121 223010 223100 302031 302121 333010 333100

1→

002001 003000 010003 011002 012001 012011 013000 013010 020003 020013 022001 022011 022021

023020 030003 030013 030023 031022 032001 032011 032021 032031 033020 033030 100003 100013

101002 101012 101022 101032 102001 102011 102101 103000 103010 103020 103030 103100 110003

110013 110103 111002 111012 111022 111032 111102 112001 112011 112101 112111 113000 113010

113020 113030 113100 113110 120003 120013 120023 120033 120103 120113 121022 121032 122001

122011 122021 122031 122101 122111 122121 123020 123030 123120 130003 130013 130023 130033

130103 130113 130123 131022 131032 131122 132001 132011 132021 132031 132101 132111 132121

132131 133020 133030 133120 133130 200003 200013 200020 200021 200022 200023 200030 200031

200032 200033 200103 200113 200120 200121 200122 200123 200130 200131 200132 200133 201002

201012 201020 201021 201022 201023 201030 201031 201032 201033 201102 201112 201120 201121

201122 201123 201130 201131 201132 201133 202020 202022 202023 202030 202031 202032 202033

202120 202121 202122 202123 202130 202132 202133 202201 203020 203021 203022 203023 203030

203031 203032 203033 203120 203121 203122 203123 203130 203131 203132 203133 203200 210003

210013 210020 210021 210022 210023 210030 210031 210032 210033 210103 210113 210120 210121

210122 210123 210130 210131 210132 210133 210203 211002 211012 211020 211021 211022 211023

211030 211031 211032 211033 211102 211112 211120 211121 211122 211123 211130 211131 211132

211133 211202 212020 212021 212022 212023 212030 212032 212033 212120 212122 212123 212130

212131 212132 212133 212201 212211 213020 213021 213022 213023 213030 213031 213032 213033

213120 213121 213122 213123 213130 213131 213132 213133 213200 213210 220000 220001 220002

220003 220010 220011 220012 220013 220023 220033 220100 220101 220102 220103 220110 220111

220112 220113 220123 220133 220203 220213 221000 221001 221002 221003 221010 221011 221012

221013 221022 221032 221100 221101 221102 221103 221110 221111 221112 221113 221122 221132

222000 222001 222002 222003 222010 222011 222012 222013 222100 222101 222102 222103 222110

222111 222112 222113 222201 222211 222221 223000 223001 223002 223003 223011 223012 223013

223101 223102 223103 223110 223111 223112 223113 223220 230000 230001 230002 230003 230010

230011 230012 230013 230023 230033 230100 230101 230102 230103 230110 230111 230112 230113

230123 230133 230203 230213 230223 231000 231001 231002 231003 231010 231011 231012 231013

231022 231032 231100 231101 231102 231103 231110 231111 231112 231113 231122 231132 231222

232000 232001 232002 232003 232010 232011 232012 232013 232100 232101 232102 232103 232110

232111 232112 232113 232201 232211 232221 232231 233001 233002 233003 233010 233011 233012

233013 233100 233101 233102 233103 233111 233112 233113 233220 233230 300003 300013 300020

300021 300022 300023 300030 300031 300032 300033 300103 300113 300120 300121 300122 300123

300130 300131 300132 300133 300203 300213 301002 301012 301020 301021 301022 301023 301030

301031 301032 301033 301102 301112 301120 301121 301122 301123 301130 301131 301132 301133

301202 301212 301222 301232 302020 302021 302022 302023 302030 302032 302033 302120 302122

302123 302130 302131 302132 302133 302201 302211 302301 303020 303021 303022 303023 303030

303031 303032 303033 303120 303121 303122 303123 303130 303131 303132 303133 303200 303210

303220 303230 303300 310003 310013 310020 310021 310022 310023 310030 310031 310032 310033

310103 310113 310120 310121 310122 310123 310130 310131 310132 310133 310203 310213 310303

311002 311012 311020 311021 311022 311023 311030 311031 311032 311033 311102 311112 311120

311121 311122 311123 311130 311131 311132 311133 311202 311212 311222 311232 311302 312020

312022 312023 312030 312031 312032 312033 312120 312121
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312122 312123 312130 312132 312133 312201 312211 312301 312311 313020 313021 313022 313023

313030 313031 313032 313033 313120 313121 313122 313123 313130 313131 313132 313133 313200

313210 313220 313230 313300 313310 320000 320001 320003 320010 320011 320012 320013 320023

320033 320100 320101 320102 320103 320110 320111 320112 320113 320123 320133 320203 320213

320223 320233 320303 320313 321001 321002 321003 321010 321011 321012 321013 321022 321032

321100 321101 321102 321103 321110 321111 321112 321113 321122 321132 321222 321232 322000

322001 322002 322003 322010 322011 322012 322013 322100 322101 322102 322103 322110 322111

322112 322113 322201 322211 322221 322231 322301 322311 322321 323001 323002 323003 323010

323011 323012 323013 323100 323101 323102 323103 323111 323112 323113 323220 323230 323320

330000 330001 330002 330003 330010 330011 330012 330013 330023 330033 330100 330101 330102

330103 330110 330111 330112 330113 330123 330133 330203 330213 330223 330233 330303 330313

330323 331000 331001 331002 331003 331010 331011 331012 331013 331022 331032 331100 331101

331102 331103 331110 331111 331112 331113 331122 331132 331222 331232 331322 332000 332001

332002 332003 332010 332011 332012 332013 332100 332101 332102 332103 332110 332111 332112

332113 332201 332211 332221 332231 332301 332311 332321 332331 333000 333001 333002 333003

333011 333012 333013 333101 333102 333103 333110 333111 333112 333113 333220 333230 333320

333330


